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Pincushion Tracker

Pattern for "Pin Cushion Tracker" - 4"x3"x2" finished pin cushion // mossandlotus.etsy.com ©2016 by Sue of Moss & Lotus

Questions
There are many paper piecing tutorials online. If you have never paper pieced before, please be sure to read tutorials or 
watch videos online prior to beginning.  This is a great beginner friendly design!   
For instructions on how to use this pincushion to track your time on various projects, please see my blog: 
mossandlotus.wordpress.com
Legal Stuff
Copyright Notice: This FREE PDF pattern is strickly for personal use only.  Do not post online, make available in email and/or 
otherwise the digital file of this FREE PDF pattern.  If you would like to share the pattern with others in printed form (ie: with 
friends/family) you may do so as long as you are not altering the PDF in any way.  Sharing images of finished projects using 
this FREE PDF pattern on social media or elsewhere is appropriate when given proper credit as follows: @MossandLotus 
#MossandLotusPincushionTracker. (Please see my Shop Policies in my Etsy shop for most current Copyright Notice and 
Angel Policy (selling items) for my FREE paper piecing patterns/PDFs.  Updates to the notice on this page may make 
previous versions void.).    For questions, please contact Sue - mossandlotus@gmail.com  Thank you!

Supplies Needed 
Fabric 1: 5"x5" charm  
Fabric 2: 12"x4.5" linen or other solid 
Polyfiber Stuffing 
Thread 
 
Tools Needed 
Sewing machine, Needle, Printer

©2016 Moss & Lotus

Instructions 
1. Cutting Fabric: Fabric 1: Side Panels cut (2) 3.5"x2.5", Fabric 2: Front/Back Panels - cut (2) 4.5"x2.5", and Bottom Panel - 
cut (1) 4.5"x3.5".  (Use remaining fabric to paper piece top of pincushion) 
2. Sew top of pincushion following normal foundational paper piecing method. Remove paper and use for line tracing. 
3. Trace dash lines of pattern onto top of fabric pieces A1 and A3 with chalk pencil.  Top stitch along lines making sure to 
tack/stay stitch at the beginning and end of each line. (In my sample I used normal thread weight and stiched the lines 
twice. You can hand quilt the lines or embroider them.  Get as creative as you want!) 
4. Assemble pincushion (sew 1/4" seam allowance, stopping 1/4" before the end of each length): 
    -Pin and sew Front and Back linen panels to top of pincushion (paper piecing section), right sides facing each other, 
matching edges up lengthwise.  Repeat with Side Panels of Fabric 1. 
   -Sew together short edge of panels at each corner, right sides facing each other, (making sure to match up corners).  
   -Pin and sew together Bottom Panel to bottom edges of all four side panels, right sides facing each other, leaving 2" 
opening on back side edge for turning.  (Be sure to match up corner intersections.)  
   -Turn pincushion right side out and stuff with polyfiber stuffing to your liking.  Close by hand sewing with blind stitch.


